Two different parameters were chosen as indicator:, of the laser beam quality: the peak focused intensity and the focused spot size. The peak focused intensity !"." is obtained directly from the far field intensity distribution. The focused spot size, on the other hand, is obtained from the flux-in-a-bucket curves. The focused spot size A is assumed to be 2 equal to TTR where R is the equivalent radius of the flux bucket which contains 63% of the total laser power. Because the effective average intensity of the focused laser beam is better approximated by p /A rontou than by P/A,.,. ,, ,, (P is the total laser power) for a distorted beam, circuIar all areas used in the next section will be those calcul t^d using contour flux buckets.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Using the procedures described in the preceding s^ftion, the peak intensity and the focused spot size were calculated for values of x be- is increased by adding more modules azimuthally, the rms phase distortion will not be significantly affected and no oscillatory behavior is expected to occur.
In conclusion, the existence of oscillatory beam quality effects should 28 be considered 1n the design of modular laser systems. These effects suggest that annular lasers are superior to in-line lasers in terms of their power scalability if it is the radius of the gain a^nulus which is scaled rather than the length of the gain annul us.
